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Campaign Against Arms Trade The poorly regulated global trade in conventional arms and ammunition fuels conflict, poverty and human rights abuses. The problems are compounded by the. Killer facts: The scale of the global arms trade Amnesty International US Leads Global Expansion of Arms Trading Al Jazeera America Global Arms Trade and Corruption Tufts Fletcher School the least diversion for armaments of the world's human and economic resources,. Timely and Reliable Manner, Illicit Small Arms and Light Weapons,. Global Arms Trade, Recent Trends & Looking Ahead Events The. 15 Apr 2015. The fundamental problem with this contention – that the traditionally Western-dominated global arms trade is being challenged by new and The True Cost of Global Arms Trade - Landmark Cash 15 Mar 2015. The international arms trade is booming, with America the major driver of its growth, according to a new report from the Stockholm International. Why we need a global Arms Trade Treaty. Oxfam International WPF Program on Corruption and the Global Arms Business. The global arms business wields political influence disproportionate to its size. The industry of The arms industry is a global business that manufactures weapons and. In 2004 over $30 billion were spent in the international arms trade a figure that English The Arms Trade Treaty The Global Reported Arms Trade The UN Register of Conventional Arms Website. Many countries regularly report their arms imports and exports to the UN. Do you support the development of a global arms trade treaty BAE. The world in arms is not spending money alone. The arms trade is a major cause of human rights abuses. Some governments spend more on military expenditure than on social development, communications infrastructure and health combined. 6 Things the Global Weapons Trade Says About the State of Country. 24 Dec 2014. A global arms trade treaty regulating the multibillion-dollar business comes into force - a move hailed as. Pulling back the curtain on the secretive world of the global arms trade, Andrew Feinstein reveals the corruption and the cover-ups behind weapons deals. Global arms trade deals take effect - BBC News - BBC.com The arms trade treaty, like the PoA, is predicated upon a hypothesis that the illicit trade in small arms is a large and serious problem requiring global action. Loading Small Arms and Ammunition Trade Data from 1992 to 2010. Please wait Small Arms and Ammunition — Imports & Exports. An interactive visualization. The financial value of the global arms trade — sipri.org 18 Sep 2015. Hear why weapons monitoring expert Thomas Nash says arms sellers should be responsible for those fleeing wars. UN Register of Conventional Arms Learn the true cost of global arms trade broken down by country and GDP rank. Choose your Weapon: The Global Arms Trade - Princeton University Arms Trade Treaty - Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia 24 Aug 2015. Since then, it is estimated that it the arms trade has been approaching US$100 billion annually. Source: Solutions, "The Arms Trade Treaty: Interactive Globe: Small Arms Imports & Exports The report analyses the role of global arms trade in civil wars, focusing specifically on Sri Lanka. The war between the Sri Lankan government and the Liberation. The Arms Trade Treaty - UN Office for Disarmament Affairs The international arms trade contributes to human rights violations around the world. Governments must limit trade of weapons, guns, military and police. The Shadow World ?Collected news, analysis and commentary on the international arms trade and international efforts to regulate it. Thousands of people are killed, injured, raped, and forced to flee from their homes as a result of the unregulated global arms trade. The Control Arms campaign The Shadow World: Inside the Global Arms Trade: Andrew Feinstein. The SIPRI Arms Transfers Database was not developed to assess the financial value of the international arms trade. Rather, the Trend Indicator Value TIV data Arms Trade Amnesty International USA Under the landmark Arms Trade Treaty ATT countries regulate the. Working to improve lives and livelihoods around the world, the United Nations system is Making a killing: Human cost of the global arms trade - SciDev.Net 16 Mar 2015. The global arms trade impacts countries and societies in conflict and at peace. Internal security challenges as well as regional and international Arms Trade with Sri Lanka – global business, local costs Svenska. Do you support the development of a global Arms Trade Treaty? We welcome the recent Arms Trade Treaty agreed by the United Nations. We have been Global arms trade deal takes effect - BBC News The Shadow World is the harrowing behind-the-scenes tale of the global arms trade, revealing the deadly collusion that all too often exists among senior. Control Arms - English Global arms trade and corruption: The arms trade is a major cause of suffering — Global Issues 24 Dec 2014. A global arms trade treaty regulating the multibillion-dollar business has come into force - a move hailed as a new chapter by UN chief Ban The Global Arms Trade and the 'Hyundaiization' Threat The Diplomat 10 killer facts: the global weapons trade - Amnesty International. 20 Mar 2015. The way weapons move around the world is an indication of which countries are growing economically and modernizing their armies. Arms industry - Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia Campaign Against Arms Trade CAAT is a UK-based organisation working to end the international. The activities of one of the world's biggest arms companies Arms trade World news The Guardian 31 Jul 2012. When the world's weapons fall into the wrong hands, thousands of people suffer the deadly consequences.